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ABSTRA(3T 
This paper presents algorithms for finding an arbitrarih, small interval that 
c'ontains the joint spectral radius of a finite set of matrices. It also presents a 
mm~erical criterion tbr verifying in certain cases that the joint spectral radius is the 
maximum of the spectral radii of the given matrices. Error t umnds are derived for the 
case where calculations are done with finite precision and the matrices are not kno~al 
exactly. The algorithms are implemented and applied to estimate H~ilder exponents c){' 
the orthonormal wavelets x.~b constructed by Daubechies for 3 ~< N ~ 8. 
1. INTR() I )UCTION 
The purpose of this note is to describe and study an algorithm for 
calculating the joint spectra] radius of a finite set of matrices. One encounters 
this problem in the theoQ, of wavelets, for example, when one wants to 
determine the I Uilder exponent of the solution of a dilation equation (see [5] 
and [6]). The algorithm in question extends some ideas used in [5]. We prove 
that in a finite (but unknown) number of steps one can find, without having 
to resort to brute lbree methods, an arbitrarily small interval that contains the 
spectral radius. We also give a testable criterion showing that under certain 
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conditions the joint spectral radius is the maximum of the spectral radii of the 
given matrices. Furthermore we study the problem of adapting these algo- 
rithms to cases where either the matrices are not known exactly or the 
calculations are done to finite precision, or both, and still get usefid upper 
and lower bounds for the joint spectral radius. 
Denote by C "x" the set of all n x n (complex) matrices, and let II " II be 
def  
some matrix norm. If M ~ C "x', then p(M)  ~ sup{]/l[A ~ o'(M)} is the 
spectral radius of M, where o'(M) is the spectrum, i.e., the set of eigenval- 
ues, of M. Let S be some bounded subset of C ~x ~. Then for each m >1 1 we 
let 
ill/,,,l } 
b" (S )~fsup  i=ltiM' M,~S,  1 ~<i~<m ,
)lJn ) 
t3m(S)~fsup p /__~lM, :V/, C S, l ~ i  ~< m , 
and denote by 
p(S)  d~f lim sup/3,,(S) 
m ...-~ zc 
the joint spectral radius of the set S. It is clear that p(S) does not depend on 
the norm one has chosen; however, t3m(S) does depend on the norm. 
2. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
The following result is a combination of" [l, Theorem 1V] and [4, Lem- 
ma 3.1]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S be a bounded set in C" ×" where n >1 2. Then 
supt3m(S ) = limsup/3m(S ) = p(S)  = lira t3,,,(S) = inf t3m(S ). 
It is clear that if S is a finite set, this result gives immediately a brute 
force method for finding the joint spectral radius p(S). This result gives no 
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esti mate of the rates of convergence of sup t ~., ~ ,, /5,,,(S) and inf 1 ~ ,. ~. t3,.(S) 
to p(S) as n ~ ~, and it is an open problem to establish such convergence 
rates. In practice this convergence can be quite slow; see the example in [6]. 
Note also that it is possible that lim in f , . .~  15,,,(S) < p(S). To see this, take 
in which case it is easy to see that t52k(S) = ] but /3.2k_ l(S) = 0 for all 
k ..-> 1. 
There is also a conjecture, raised in [7], that there is always some finite m 
with I3,,,(S) = p(S). However, [7] presents examples for every m > 1 of finite 
sets S of 2 × 2 matrices with t3k(S) < p(S) tor 1 ~< k ~< m - 1 but 15,,,(S) = 
p(S). 
There are a number of situations where one can directly find the joint 
spectral radius as /31(S)= sup.~l~s p (M)  or reduce the calculation to a 
simpler one (see [1, I.emlna lI] and [6, Lemma 2]): 
PI~OPOSITION "2. Let S be a bounded set in C ''×'' where n >i 2, and let 
V ~ C ''×'' be invertible. Then 
v(s) = v(v- 'sv) .  (1) 
Furthermore, if every M ~ S is upper triangular, or if every M ~ S is 
Hennitian, then p(S) = t31(S) = supM E s p(M). If every M ~ S is upper 
block triangular with square block matrices BI( M ) . . . . .  Bk( M ), with sizes 
independent of M, on the dia~onal, then p(S)= m'ax l ~ l~ k p(Si), where 
S: = {B:(M)IM ~ s} .  
Observe that even if one cannot reduce all elements in S simultaneously 
to upper triangular or llermitian form, one can still invoke (1) in order to 
reduce the norms of the matrices in S in the hope that this will speed up the 
algorithm to be described below. 
If" one wants to find an approximation of the joint spectra] radius without 
using a brute force method, one approach is to use a branch-and-bound 
method that disregards "all products known not to be the ones determining 
the supremum in the definition of ~m(S), an idea mentioned in [5]. A precise 
version of this branch-and-bound approach is Wen below, where we use the 
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notation 
j l / j  
m 
H(X)  = --['-[M, and p(X)= min [ - IM ,  
i= l  l <~j~<m 7=7 
where X=(M l ,M  2 . . . . .  M m)~ S 'n and S cC  "×". 
THEOREM 3. Assume that S is a finite s~bset of C n×" where n >i 2 and 
let 3 >~ O. Take 
T¿ = S, a t = max p(M) ,  131 = max II M [I, 
MES M~S 
and define recursively for m >t 2 
T,n : { (X ,M)  CS" ' IX~Tm_t ,M~S,p( (X ,M) )  >am_l  +~},  
m (Om-L, sup 
Y~ T,,, 
min(  sup 
Y ~ T,,, 
Then a,n <~ p(S) <~ ft,, for each m >t 1 and lim m _~( tim - a,,,) ~< 3. 
The convergence rate of Theorem 3 depends on the choice of norm, and 
this choice should depend on S. In general it is an open problem how to 
choose a "good" norm, or to obtain a bound on the convergence rate. Below 
we discuss a useful family of norms for computer implementations, called 
absolute norms. This class of norms is further enlarged by invoking p(S) = 
p(V- 1SV), i.e., we can study any norm obtained from an absolute norm by a 
similarity transformation. 
Note that if one decides a priori that one only wants to determine the 
value of the joint spectral radius within an interval of length ~', then one 
should choose 3 ~ [0, 3'), but it is not obvious what the optimal choice of 8 
would be. 
I f  one can calculate the matrix products exactly (and the matrices in S 
have rational elements), then it is straightforward to take into account the 
precision with which one can calculate norms, eigenvalues, and roots in the 
final estimate of the joint spectral radius. 
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We now present a criterion guaranteeing that p(S)  = D I (S )= 
ma~x.~t~ s p(M) ,  which applies in particular when the matrices in S are 
approximately llermitian. We say that the matrix norm I1" II is absolute if 
I ldiag(A, . . . . .  A,,)II = max,~,~ ,,IA, I. Such norms have also been called axis- 
oriented. 
"I'Ili.:OW~I.:M 4. l~'t S be a finite subset of C . . . .  , wh~:re n >1 2 and the 
clef 
,,,fT, II • II in C ' '×"  is absolute, and lc't r =/31(S) = max.~l~ s p(M)> O. 
Asst~nu, that fl~r each 34 ~ S, there are an invertible matrix V and integers" 
q >~ p >1 1 (all depending on M)  .s~wh that 
(i) V - IMV = diag(A 1, A 2 . . . . .  A,,), where IA,I = p(M) ;  
(ii) /f (Mj, M2 . . . . .  M~)~ S '/ with M~ =M fi~r i = 1 . . . . .  k, where 
I <~ k <~ p - 1. then there exists sonu, number j, i <~j <~ q, such that 
l/2 
i =[-I] .~,,l  < r;  (2) 
(iii) /f (Ml, M . . . . . . .  M,.) ~ S 'l with M l ¢: M, then there exists so,m, 
nn,,d~erj, l <~j <~ -q, s'uch t~at 
( IxI' Z f - !  M, + Ix~'llVll llW- ~ll f--I= M, ) ~/: < r. (3) 
t, here Z = V diag(l, 0 . . . . .  0) V- ', Ix, = I A, I/r. and Ix~ = max .2 ~<, .< ,, I A, I /r .  
Then p(S)  = [91(S) = max ~1 ~ s p(M) .  
One cannot, of course, draw any conclusions about p(S)  if this criterion 
does not apply. Furthermore, in most cases one has first to perform some 
similarity transform so that the norms become reasonably small. If one could 
trans|brrn all matrices to be ttermitian, the result would follow from Proposi- 
tion 2. but it is not necessau,, nor always numerically possible, to achieve this 
exactly. Instead, what can in most cases be done when S consists of exactly 
two matrices is to first find a similarity transform (i.e. calculate the eigenvec- 
tors) that (at least approximately) diagonalizes one of the matrices and then 
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find an additional similarity transform with a diagonal matrix that minimizes 
(approximately) the norm of the second matrix and that will leave the first, 
diagonalized matrix unchanged. This is, in other words, a heuristic procedure 
for choosing a "good" norm. 
Observe that an algorithm of the type given in Theorem 3 can be used to 
check hypotheses (ii) and (iii). Note also that (i) can be weakened in that it is 
not really essential that V IMV be a diagonal matrix: it would suffice for it to 
be a block-diagonal matrix with one block consisting of the single number h 1 
and with the norm (or at least spectral radius) of the remaining block being 
small enough. 
If the entries of the matrix are irrational numbers or otherwise are not 
known exactly, or if one cannot use exact arithmetic in the evaluation of 
matrix products, then one has to modifi/' the criteria of Theorems 3 and 4 so 
that the)' take into account the accumulation of errors. These issues are 
analyzed in detail in the next section. It is still possible that one can verify 
exactly the hypotheses of Theorem 4, so the only inaccuracy arises in the 
determination of max M ~- s P(M) in this case; see Section 4. 
3. INEXACT ARITI IMETIC 
In this section we torrnulate bounds taking into account he use of inexact 
arithmetic. We denote by ,A*/~ the floating point product of A and 
/3 ~ C"×", the set of complex matrices with entries that are floating point 
numbers. We assume that there exists a positive number e .  such that 
IIA, ~ - A~II ~ ~,IIAIIII~II, A, g ~ & ×''. (4) 
It is clear that e ,  will depend on the norm and on n; see [8, Chapter 3]. 
Observe that we make no assumptions about the associati~i~' or linearly, of 
the product *. To simplify' tile notation we write 
1 M~-~'" ( (M I*  * . . .  , 
We have tile fi)llowing easy result. 
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LI-:M~.tA 5. Let M 1 . . . . . .  '~f,,, E C ..... and :Xl t . . . . .  31,,, ~ C ..... .fi,r .some 
n ~ ~. and a.ssume that (4) holds. Then 
l i t  t it  
I-I* ,CI -. ~ :X L 
i - ' - ]  I=  
m 
~< l l;xl~ - M, I I I - I  (II.QII ~-ll:Xl; - :xl,! l) 
i -2  
FI* ,u + ug. -.u,. ,u) 
j=l i=I 
x ~ (11.',.],11 + .'~t, - 31,11) .
i~  2 
(,5) 
The second problem concerns getting lower or upper bounds for the 
spectral radius of a matrix that one does not know exacth. In general this is a 
veto difficult question. Here we only need reasonable stimates that can be 
rea~tilv used in numerical computations. For example, in applying Theorem :3 
nothing is lost if one Io,,ver bound is much too small, so long as some of tl , '  
estimated spectral radii are close enough to the real ones. 
Thus we want to calculate the spectral radius of a matrix M (or more 
generally, all its eigenvalues) but we know onh an approximatio, i :~.1 of it. \Ve 
have some approximate eige~D'alues of :~I in the diagonal matrix 7~. some 
approximate eigenvectors in V, and an apl)roximate inverse of ~- in ~{". \V~, 
use the following notation: # j  denotes the mmd)er of eh'ments in j .  aml if 
J c {I,:2 . . . . .  n}, then Pj = diag(Xj( ' ) )  is the n x n diagonal matrix with I 
on the .jth row in the diagonal if" j ~ J. 
IA.:M~,tA B. Assunw that (4) holds, and that II" II i+. absolute. Let .~ =- 
diag'(/~ l, )~ . . . .  A,,) and assunw that ~7 aud ~(: ~ C ..... are such that 
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Sutrpose J c {1,2 . . . . .  n} andJ~ ={1,2 . . . . .  n} \ j .  Let M•  C ''x", .~ • 
C" × ", and let 
(~,1191111wII + live ,9 -  Ill)11¢¢11 
1 - ~, IIxTI111~,911- IIxT, ~f"-/ l l  
8.~ = IIM - .QI[ + II,Q - (9 ,  £ ) ,  VDll 
+ I Iv ,  Al l(~,l lx~ll + 8,~.) + ~,llgl l  IIAII(II~f~II + s,e), 
and either 
v = s,,(IIP]Wll + s,¢,)llgll, 
n = 8,,[ll( t - P])VDll + 8,¢, ]llgll, 
OF 
, = a . [ l l ? ( t  - ej)l l + a,~]ll~?ll. 
/- = 
2v~ 
_ ,+ ¢ + ¢(v_ ~+ ¢)2_4v¢ 
then the set {z ~ C lmin, ~ j lz - A,I <~ r} contains #J eigenvalues of M. 
One could easily give more refined versions of this lemma, lint it is 
complicated enough as it is. 
Observe that if J in the result above consists of just one index {j} and if" 
one normalizes the 2-norm of the jth column vector in ~7 to be I, then 
[IPjl? 111 turn out to be what is)lsually called the condition nurrd)er of the 
eigenvalue )9 of" the matrix VAV-  l see [8, Chapter 2]. Moreover, the value 
of the enmial nmnber above can be greatly affected by how one normalizes 
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the matrix Q (that is, multiplies it on the right by a nonsingular diagomd 
matrix), but since any change of V that does not have any effect when one 
does exact arithmetic may ehange the roundoff errors, it seems to be very 
difficuh to find the optimal choice of the normalization. 
()ne can use Lemma 6 both to find a lower bound for the spectral radms 
and t() get upper bounds for the numbers /z I and #2 in Theorem 4(iii). 
In order to implement the criterion of Theorem 4 numerically, we need 
one tilrther result, quite similar to ]_,emma 6. that gives an upI)er bound for 
the perturbation of the eigenvectors. 
I,EMM~ 7. As.s'unw that (4) holds and that I1" II = I1" I1,, where p • 
{I,2. ~c}. lx't :;~ = diag(A~, A+_~ . . . . .  A,,), and a.s'su,w that ~-" and ~ '  ~ C ..... 
are such that 
I l v ,  u? -  I I I - ,-  e,ll~71111xfll < 1. 
Let M ~ C" x ,,, },71 es C," x ,, and h+t 
<~x(" = 
(+, rl~ 11 llxv II + l i ft  '` + * x7 - Ill)llx~" II 
t - +- , l l~ l l l l~V' l l -  I Ig*~f -  III 
+ tl~ • Xtt(~,tt~f, lt + a,-)  + +-,iwtt ll.~tt(tlv~tt + a,,-.). 
For each.j  = 1,2 . . . . .  n, let 
6( . j )  = ,ninlA, - A,I, 
let e ither 
.),(j) = a.~,(lll}j,x~vII + ,~,-..)11~511. 
, ( j )  = a,,[ll(~ - e~,)~fll + a,,-,],~ij, 
( IF 
",/(j) = 6M(II];P{nll + 6,(, )11~,('~11, 
, ( j )  = a,,[Ji~7(; - P~,,)ri + a,,,]it~li, 
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and assume that 8( j )  > (~-~ + ~ )2, let 
r ( j )  = 2T( j )  a ( j )  
T ( j )  - ~( j )  + a ( j )  +¢[T( j )  - ~( j )  + a ( j ) ]  2 - 4T( j )a ( j )  
Suppose that rain ~j[IA, - ,~jI - r(j)] > (l lwll + a,~.)llvlla,,,, and let 
n ~ ' -  ~>/P~(II',911 + a,,-, )llQII2a,,, 
Xjl- r ( j ) ] -  ('1¢'11 + a,,.)llglla.,, 
Then there exists an invertible matrix V such that V- IMV = diag(A l, 
A 2 . . . . .  A n) (i.e., V is a matrix ofeigenvectors of M), 
IAj - Ajl ~< r ( j ) ,  j = 1,2 . . . . .  r,, 
and 
llv - v II ~< av. 
This result is proved by using essentially the same argannent as in [8, 
Section 2.2.4]. 
4. NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS 
In order to compare results when using exact and inexact arithmetic, the 
algorithm of Theorem 3 was applied to the set 
(6) 
considered by Colella and Heil in [2] and [6]. An implementation i  Maple 
using exact arithmetic for matrix products, the 2-norm (i.e. the matrix norm 
subordinated to the Euclidean vector norm), and 8 = 10 -4 gave the result 
that 
0.65967890 < p(S)  < 0.65977891 
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after evaluating 1092 products, norms, and spectral radii. (To guarantee that 
the floating point evaluations needed for calculation orms, spectral radii, and 
roots gave correct answers, they where done with both "20 anti 30 digit 
precision and it was checked that the results rounded to 10 digits were the 
same.) In the calculation the sets 7' l. . . . .  7~1 s were constnlcted, mid the 
largest of these contained 21 elements. (In [2] and [6] they used the I I t~orm. 
which c.,q)lains the slower convergence.) 
An implementation of Theorem 3 in Matlab, where one takes into 
account he finite precision by, using e', = 10-I'~ll:" in (4) and the estimate 
[IM II ~ (1 + I0 Jtn2)norm(M,2) (but not otherwise c'onsidenng roundoff 
errors), gave the result that 
0.6596789 < p(S)  < 0.6596995 
after evaluating 10,004 products, norms, and spectral radii. In his calculatior, 
the sets T I . . . . .  Ti.56 were constructed, and the largest of these containt.(t 4:3 
elements. After calculating 52,550 products etc. and constructing tilt' sets 
7"1 . . . . .  "-/'.24:> one finds that 
0.6596789 < p(S)  < 0.6596924, 
but after that it seems that the algorithm does not gfx't" any smaller interval 
(using the same accuracy as here). 
When one studies the smoothness of fimctions atisl~.ing a dilation equa- 
tion of tilt" form 
= 2E. (k )6 (2s -  k) 
k~Y 
where only finitely manv of the coefficients a(_k) are nonzero, one gets the 
supremum of tile llSIder coefficients of ~b as the joint spectral radius of ~vo 
matrices constnmted (in a rather complicated way) from the sequence a: see 
[5, Theorem 3.1, Ia~mma 3.5] and [6, Theorem 5]. Al)plying a mmwrical 
implementation in Matlab of the criterion of Theorem 4 to tile set of matrices 
one obtains in this way for the compactly supported wavelets .\. & constructed 
in [3], one can prove numerically that the joint spectral radius is the 
maxinmm of the stmctral radii at least when N ~ 8 (in the notation of [5], 
N ~< 15 anti odd). In this calculation we used ,:, = l(l-~'~n e m (4) and the 
estimate IIM [I ~< (1 + 10 l'~ne)norm(M, 2) (but did not othe~,ise consider 
roundoff errors, which seems to tw reasonable). Tilt, conclusion one can draw 
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is that the supremum of the HSlder exponents of x 4) is 
N sup 
3 1.0878 
4 1.6179 
5 1.9690 
6 2.1891 
7 2.4604 
8 2.7608 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3 AND 4 
Proof of  Theorem 3. Fix m >~ 1. From the definition of fg,,,(S) and 
Proposition 1 we immediately see that p(S)  >1 f3m(S) >1%,,. In order to get 
the upper bound, we observe that it follows from the algorithm that if 
X = (M 1, M e . . . . .  M m) ~ S" is arbitrary, then there exists, because the 
sequence {a m} is nondecreasing, a number j between 1 and m such that 
l / j  
~ =fLIt Mi ~ /3.,. 
This implies in turn that if k > m and M i ~ S for i = 1,2 . . . . .  k, then there 
are integers 0 =j0 < j l  < "'" <j~, ~<jv41 =k with Jr+l - j r  ~< m such 
that 
1/(j,+ l - j r)  
Jl-~ l M~ ~< /3 .... i =jr+ 
() <~ r <~ p - 1. 
But then it follows that 
f tl )'r'" 1 ,/~ j . , ,  l l ' / ( J , . , J .> , -< t "=° I-I 1-I ,M,II'<' i= j r+ 1 i= jp  + l 
~</3/,,/k sup IIMII ' ' /k.  
M~S 
Since m/k  --) 0 and j p /k  --) 1 "as k --) ~c, we conclude, that b(S) ~</3,,. 
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It remains to show that lim,,, ,~( fl,,, - or,,,) = 8. Suppose that tiffs is not 
the ease, so that there is a n l lmber  E > O Stlch that /3,,, >/ o(~ + ~ + 2s.- f()r 
all m >~ 1. where ot~ = lira . . . . .  o~ . By the def init ion of the algorithm we 
see that in this case we have /3,,,(S) >/fl,,, for e0.eil ~'~'L an(l this iml)lies that 
p(S)>~ a~ + 6+ 2e  as well. Bv Proposit ion 1 there is a number  m and 
matrices M l, M e . . . . .  M,, ~ S such that 
h ) 1/., 
p M, > p(~S) - e. >i a~ + a + ~.'. (7) 
i=l 
( :hoose the matr ices M, where i > m so that M,., , ,  = 31, fin all i >/ 1. Next 
we try to fin(t number  0 = j ,  < j l  <.je < "'" such tIla! 
j~,.j II I / ' (L  • 
I - I  3,1, 
i= j ,+ l  
~< ~ + (5+ ¢. r>~().  
Now there are two possibil it ies: e i ther  we can find an infinite s('( luence of 
such nunab(,rs .j,, or there is a number  Jl, with p >~ 0 such that 
i =.]~, + 
k~l .  
In the first case we conc lude from the spectral radius formula that 
m ) l /m 
which is a contra(l ict ion in ~iew of  (7). In the secon(t case we see that thr  
sequence (M] . 1 . . . . .  Mj, +,, ) belo,,gs to T,.. and sine'(' M ..... = M, fi)r all i. 
we conc lude }~at 
( j~,+., )l/,,z lr~,,, Mi I/q~,,,) P ] - I  M, = lin, ]'-I ~> c~.~ 
i - . j j ,+ I k~:~ i - i l ,  ~ I 
~-6+e.. 
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But this means that a,,, >i a~ + t5 + e, which is a contradiction. Thus the 
proof is completed. • 
Proof of Theorem 4. We apply Theorem 3 with 8 = 0, and we have to 
show that lira . . . . .  ~,,, = r. Assume that (M l, M e . . . . .  51,,,) ~ "/;,,, let M = 
M l, and let k be such that M i = M for 1 ~<i ~<k, but if k <m then 
:'~lk-1 --g 51. We claim that if m >~p +q,  then k > m~Lx{p-- 1, m +q} 
where q and p are integers depending on M. If k ~< p - 1, then we get a 
contradiction from (2) and the construction of the sets ~. Assume next that 
p ~< k ~< m-  q, and let j be the number  in (iii) corresponding to the. 
sequence (M k . l . . . . .  ;'~lk + ,i )" Then 
k+j  ~ k+j  
iL~IM,_ Vdiag(A~,O . . . . .  O) V 'i=k~lI-I Mi 
+ V k+j 
i=k+l  
k +j :'~li k +j ) 
~r ~ u,~ Z I-I +llVIIIIV-~ll~.~ I-I M, <r  k./ 
i=k+ 1 i=k+ 1 
by (3) and tile |'act that /z l, ~2 ~< 1. But this contradicts tile construction of 
7~,,, and we obtain the assertion that k > m~Lx{ p -- 1, m -- q}. But since 
I "~=l Il/''' ' k/' ^.S)~ ..... k)/,,, M, ~< ( Mkll ' /~)  p,( 
and IIMkll l/k ~ p(M)  ~Ls k ~ ~, we get tile claim of the theorem. 
6. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 5, 6, AND 7 
Proof of Lemnul 5. Using (4) and standard properties of the matrix 
J()INT ,SPE(TFRAI, RAI)IUS 
l l ( ) r l l l ,  \ v ( ,  get 
5T 
iii iii 
(.,,) (,,,,) 
= I-I* ,ft, • ~fl - I-I* ai, fl,,, 
i-1 i-I 
+ M, (a-l,,,- M,,,) + ~I,- M,,, 
"= t -  I i~ . l  
m I .m-  1 
+ ]- [*  M, - [ - [  M, (11.~,.11 ÷ IIM., - a/,,,ll). 
i -1  z=l 
An induc'tioll ar~um¢'nt now gives (5). • 
Proof of lwm.u~ 6'. \Ve shall only cons ider  the first def init ion of  3, and 
T/ because tt." second case is COml~h'telx £ similar. 
If we h't E ,  = I~¢: - I ;md El. = ~,~,%' - I. then it is easy to see that 
liE, II IIx, f: II 
IIX(: - X ~ '11 ~< (~) 
I - I I / : ,~11 " 
aJId it follows from (4) that we haw 
I1~,11 ~ e,lfxTII Ilxf:ll + I I v ,W - III. 
IIE~II ~ e,llxTIIIIx~:ll + I Iw*  x' -- Ill. 
Thus we conclude from (8) that 
I1~¢: - v ' ! l  ~< 8, , - .  ( ,0) 
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Furthermore we have by (5) that 
+ e,ll~?llllAIl(llX;¢ll + Ilx;¢- V ~11). 
I f  we let M a = M - VAV - l ,  we therefore get 
IIM~ll ~ IIM - ,~11 + IIM - (X?* ~-)* ff'll + IIX?AX 7-~ - (VT* A)* Xf~II 
'~u. (10) 
Now, if A ~ C \ {A~ . . . . .  ,~,,}, then we have 
'~- 'M'g - ~I = ~ - x l  + ~- 'M, f  
and furthermore 
II(A - AI ) -~V- 'MAVI I  
I1(,~ - ,~ I ) - ' P jP j f - 'MAv I I  
+ II(A - A I ) - l ( I  - P I ) (  I - ej)w- ~M~VII 
I1(£ - x I )  -~ PjlI(IIPjwII + IIw - x7 'II)IIM~II IIXTII 
+ II(m - ~ I ) - ' ( I  - P j ) l l [ l l (1  - P j )Wi l  + i iw  - ~- ' l i ] l IM~l i  i l~ll  
7 a~ ~< + 
min i~j lA  -A i l  mini~jclA -A i [  
7 7/ 
~< + . 
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Therefore it follows from a straightfi~rward calculation that if rain i ~ / Ih  - )t,[ 
= r + s for some sufficiently small positive number e. then V - IMV - A1 is 
invert|hie and h cannot be an eigenvalue of M. Since r < 3a, we get the 
desired conclusion from a standard continuit)' argument; see e.g. [8]. • 
Prorfofl~mmul 7. It follows directly from Lemma 6 that if A I, A., . . . . .  A,, 
are the eigenvalues of M, then one has (after a rearrangel] lent if necessary) 
I*, - ~,1 -< ~(. j) ,  j=  I .~ . . . . .  ,,. (11) 
Let us denote t.~), A the matrix diag(A l. . . . .  A,,) and by I + T the matrix of 
eigenvectors of V IMV normalized so that T has zeros on the diagonal (if" M 
is suffici('ntlv eh)se to i77~(;--1 this is certainly true. and then one can use a 
continuity argument combined x~4th the inequalities below). We can writo 
(;-~.~/f: = ,~ + Q. (12)  
where by (9) and by (It)) 
I1011-< (liff~il + *,,-,) lff l l*~,. (]:3) 
Multiplying both sides of(12) on the right |w I + T. we ~et 
( I  + ~'),,x = :~(I  + T)  + ¢~(I + 1'). 
I f  we take some indices i * , j ,  then we get 
T , . ; (A , -  X,} = (Q(1 -+ T)),/. 
Denoting by II • IIj. the Frobenius (or Euelidean) m~rm, we deduce, because 
T has zeros on the diagonal, that 
,nin I A; - ~,111TIIq .< IIQII,,(I + IITII,,). ,! ~ {1, :~, F ) .  (14)  
Since I1011,. -< ¢~n IIQII~. IITII., ,< IITII,. and V - X3 = X~T. we get the desired 
conclusion from (11), (13), and (14). • 
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